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A

ndøya Rocket
Range, the National
Centre for SpaceRelated Education
(NAROM), the
Norwegian
universities of Oslo
and Tromsø and
three Canadian
universities - Alberta,
Calgary and Saskatchewan have for some
time worked to compile a joint CanadianNorwegian student sounding rocket
programme.
Named CaNoRock, the programme is scientifically
oriented and focuses on the exchange of students
of physics and the technologies between the two
countries. The CaNoRock group has also
recommended the establishment of an
"International Space Science Degree" to be
awarded to outstanding students in the CaNoRock
programme.
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In November 2009, CaNoRock unofficially started
when students at the Universities of Oslo and
Tromsø launched their annual student sounding
rocket. The participating Canadian universities
were invited to send four students to take part in
the unofficial start exercise. More than 80
applications came in for the four places, which
firmly founded CaNoRock in Canada. In February
2010 the basic scientific concept and the initial
launch programme were compiled during the
CaNoRock workshop at the University of Alberta in
Edmonton. To date, the Universities of Alberta,
Calgary and Saskatoon are participating in
Canada. At a subsequent Canadian Space Agency
(CSA) meeting in Montreal, CaNoRock was said to
be a “win (Canada), win (Norway), win (students)”
project that was well founded from both the
scientific and the educational viewpoints. The
European Space Agencyʼs Education Office and
several US universities has expressed interest in
CaNoRock and may participate in it.
CaNoRock will officially start in 2011, but already
two bilateral student rockets - CaNoRock I and
CaNoRock II has been built and launched by the
students from Andøya Rocket Range in Norway.

